WELCOME

On the occasion of the 75th anniversary of the first edition of The Little Prince in France, we will develop all the highlights to come for this special year.

Due to the global health context, some of our events will happen online.

We hope to gather again very soon.

Take care of yourself!

« There is only one true form of wealth, that of human contact. »

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
75th anniversary of The Little Prince in France

In 1946, The Little Prince was released in France and became a worldwide phenomenon.
In 2021, The Little Prince celebrates its 75th anniversary in France

DISCOVER THE PROGRAM

FEBRUARY 11TH
Official launch of the new collection of gold and silver coins special 75 years of the Little Prince at the Monnaie de Paris

MARCH
Launch of Fleurus anniversary editions of The Little Prince

APRIL
Launch of the anniversary editions of The Little Prince at Gallimard and Gallimard Jeunesse.

Launch of the Official Stamp of the 75th anniversary of the Little Prince

APRIL 6
Entertainment at The Petit Prince Store - Paris on the occasion of the book's release in France

and other surprises will come soon after ...
75 years of the Little Prince in France

Discover the first 2 event videos
75 years of the Little Prince in France

Two of the largest French institutions are participating in the celebration of this historic anniversary:
La Monnaie de Paris, with a new collection of gold and silver coins,
and La Poste, with an official stamp.
Due to the global context, the exhibitions are currently closed to the public.

EXTENSIONS
From the reopening of the exhibitions, dates will be communicated to you on our different networks

Partners of two exhibitions
ANTOINE DE SAINT EXUPÉRY
Un Petit Prince parmi les Hommes

Discover the exhibition trailer
Plantation of "Night Flight" roses

This special rose from Roseraie Reuter won the gold medal at MONACO in June 2014 for its fragrance.

In building B 612
In Toulouse - Montaudran

Inaugurated in 2018, this building houses the flagship of aeronautical and space research, including IRT Antoine de Saint Exupéry.

During Les Constellations in Toulouse, a school of Espérance Banlieues Network

This workshop was carried out with the children before the Christmas holidays with members of the teaching team and the regional delegation of the Saint Exupéry – d’Agay Estate.
During the 120th anniversary of Antoine de Saint Exupéry, this action is all the more symbolic as it has made it possible to show the positive initiatives around the link that exists between men by observing the sky, one of the few activities possible anywhere in the world given the current health context.

Led by Shaibata Mrabihrabou, President of the Association Les Amis de Tarfaya and of the Museum « Antoine de Saint Exupéry ». In this mythical stopover, this workshop allowed children to discover the stars and constellations of the sky in the middle of the desert, a magical place that inspired The Little Prince to Antoine de Saint Exupéry.

**The Bivouac foreshadows the installation of an Astronomical Observatory in Tarfaya, supported by the Antoine de Saint Exupéry Youth Foundation.**
"The Little Prince Slam!» is an ambitious and innovative show in its form which respects the letter, the spirit, and the message of the cult work of Antoine de Saint-Exupéry.

The meeting is crossing a text and a slammer, Fafapunk, whose precise scansion and warm voice will carry the words of the narrator and the Little Prince, transmit their words, and tell their story.

The meeting, is a reaction, between a literary work and a musical ambition which results in constituting a melodic setting for the story, through musical pieces played by Tomislav Matosin on a baritone guitar.
Book Fair « Faites Lire! »
05-10 October 2020 at Le Mans

Antoine de Saint Exupéry on the spotlight

Inauguration of the book fair "Faites Lire!" » from 05th to 10th October 2020 with Stéphane LeFoll, Mayor of Le Mans and François Morel, special guest of the 2020 edition which honored Antoine de Saint Exupéry, in the presence of Olivier d'Agay, his great-nephew.

2 Exhibitions:

« La Terre en héritage : sauvons la planète du Petit Prince », designed by Jean-Pierre Gueno for the Antoine de Saint Exupéry Youth Foundation, with the participation of the City of Le Mans and the Air France Museum, which accompanies the reissue of its eponymous book.

Exhibition of drawings from the comic strip "Saint Ex, A Prince in his Citadel" signed by the authors Bernard Chabbert and Romain Hugault.

« Faites Lire! » is a week dedicated to public reading in multiple forms: open-air reading, theatrical readings, exhibitions, round tables, tales and games, meetings with authors...

About sixty meetings were offered throughout the city of Le Mans, for all audiences.
They spoke about Antoine de Saint-Exupéry.

Félix Radu - Episode 4: the author

"Objectif Ciel", every Sunday
France Bleu Occitanie

TV movie "De Gaulle, l'éclat et le secret"
France 2

"Perles d'Histoires" on Antoine de Saint Exupéry
Youtube

"Passage des Arts" broadcasts
France 5
Discover the official store
Saint Exupéry Collection

www.saintexuperycollection.com
DECOUVREZ

LE THÉ

By

Le Thé des Écrivains

Bon voyage!

ORDER IT ON SAINT EXUPÉRY COLLECTION
Find all the products of the Antoine de Saint Exupéry Brand

By buying on Saint Exupéry Collection, you support the actions of the Anthony of Saint Exupéry Youth Foundation
Antoine de Saint Exupéry Styleguide is now available for licensees of the brand.

Portraits of the pilot-writer, sketches and exclusive visuals are at your disposal!

To access it, you can contact:

Clara Marbehant
cmarbehant@lepetitprince.com

Morgan Fontan
mfontan@lepetitprince.com
Release of the illustrated book "St Ex, Un prince dans sa citadelle"

The exceptional drawings of Romain Hugault are accompanied by the magnificent texts of the journalist and author Bernard Chabbert, son of an Aéropostale pioneer, friend of Antoine de Saint Exupéry.

This book talks about the author of The Little Prince from the perspective of the pilot and his planes, and weaves the link between his aerial adventures and his literary work.

Discover the bibliophile edition

ORDER IT ON
SAINT EXUPÉRY COLLECTION
Author and historian, Jean-Pierre Guéno, presents another face of Antoine de Saint Exupéry: avant-garde ecologist with visionary hope. The author-aviator set himself up as the guardian of our planet's treasures in the 1930s. This prophet reporter is committed to humanity.

The environmental dimension of the work and the life of Saint Exupéry thus crosses us and questions our relations to time, space, material and spirituality. This whistleblower was already defending a resolutely new definition of the environment which took into account the human presence and its shaping of the urban, social and economic environment.
Journal d’une vie
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry,
Petit Prince parmi les Hommes
Jean Pierre Gueno

A true journey to the heart of intimacy of a legend, this journal of life offers an unforgettable encounter with Antoine de Saint Exupéry.

Passenger of stories and memories, Jean-Pierre Gueno survey the memories of the author of The Little Prince, whose passions and thoughts he confides to us.

This notebook opens like a treasure chest revealing the capture of precious moments lost in the archives: photographs and sketches of inestimable value ... Like a scrapbook, the Little Prince comments on the photos, documents, letters, restaurant notes or drawings.

ORDER IT ON
SAINT EXUPÉRY COLLECTION
Release April 15, 2021
Correspondance 1930-1944
Antoine et Consuelo de Saint-Exupéry

September 1930 – Antoine de Saint-Exupéry and Consuelo Suncín Sandoval meet in Buenos Aires.

The author of Southern Mail was then the operational manager of Aeroposta Argentina. Originally from El Salvador, the widow of the famous critic Enrique Gómez Carrillo came to Argentina to deal with the affairs of her late husband.

Between these two, love at first sight is immediate and after a few weeks of living together in Argentina, they choose to get married in France with the writer’s family.

This correspondence, published by Gallimard editions, including in 160 letters illustrated with some 50 colored documents, reveals the spirit of this union, punctuated by storms and lulls, doubts and tears, disillusions and celebrations.
In June 1940, the 2/33 Grand Reconnaissance Group had lost, in vain missions, seventeen of its twenty-three crews. In their turn, Anthony of Saint Exupéry, pilot captain, and his observer, lieutenant Dutertre, are summoned by Commander Alias.

Their task: "Fly over at an altitude of 700 meters, the tank parks of the Arras region."

For having brought back his crew safe and sound during this mission despite an aircraft riddled with bullets, he will be awarded the French War Cross with palm and quoted to the order of the Air Force, June 2, 1940.

This special edition went out on the occasion of the 80th anniversary of the missions on Arras and is published in the Beaux Livres collection by Gallimard editions with drawings by Bernard Lamotte, friend of Antoine de Saint Exupéry.
5èmes Cahiers Saint Exupéry

The Association « Les Amis d’Antoine de Saint Exupéry » and the Editions de l’Astronome are pleased to announce the publication of the Cahiers Saint Exupéry n°5 to be released in March 2021!

The Association « Les Amis d’Antoine de Saint Exupéry » presents the re-edition of a selection of articles from the Cahiers Saint Exupéry n°1, n°2 and n°3, which were respectively published in 1980, 1981 and 1989 and now out of print.

Discover the pioneering and fundamental analysis of the think tank in criticism "exuperian", such as Michel Quesnel or André Devaux who have not lost any of their topicality. And this is still up to date!

The present contributions insist on the literary dimension and on the philosophical thought of the pilot-writer, around the major values of his work and his life: friendship, solidarity and responsibility ...

ORDER IT!
The Little Prince 2021 agenda is available

"The phenomenon of world publishing"

A historical collector's diary that traces the stages of the conception and writing of the world's best-selling book.

Book for the benefit of Antoine de Saint Exupéry Youth Foundation

ORDER IT ON SAINT EXUPÉRY COLLECTION
THE BRAND FINANCES THE FOUNDATION

Created in 2009, the Antoine de Saint Exupéry Youth Foundation intends to perpetuate the humanist values of the famous French pilot and writer, Antoine de Saint Exupéry.

In this spirit, it carries out various actions around the world to improve the lives of young people by offering them vocational training, education programs and helping them to better understand their future, for example by fighting against illiteracy.

Historical partners and patrons of the Antoine de Saint Exupéry Youth Foundation, Montblanc, IWC and Sofitel uphold the values of Antoine de Saint Exupéry and offer exceptional products that help support the Foundation’s concrete actions in favor of young people.
For the first time, IWC combines the patented function Timezoner to the stylistic codes of its special editions "The Little Prince".

Produced in a limited series of 1,500, the Pilot’s Watch Timezoner “Le Petit Prince” edition features a blue dial and a blue ceramic bezel.
To celebrate the 120th anniversary of the birth of Antoine de Saint Exupéry, the Antoine de Saint Exupéry Youth Foundation, Le Labo des Histoires, CRI, Learning Planet and UNESCO launched a writing competition

"Conversation with the Little Prince"

The texts and comics participating in the competition were sent in the 6 official languages of UNESCO: English, Arabic, Chinese, Spanish, French and Russian.

2,500 texts from young people from all over the world were received by the jury!
EXHIBITION AND EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOPS
ARRIMAGE Association

From November 28 to December 31, 2020, Le Petit Prince and the Arrimage Association were invited to Cap 3000-Galeries Lafayette, in Saint-Laurent-du-Var.

On the occasion of the festivities organized around the exploits of the aviators of the last century and the 100th anniversary of Jules Vedrines’s landing on the roofs of Galeries Lafayette in Paris, the Arrimage Association exhibited art books, embossing, resins, metallic coptographies made by Claude Garrandes, and original watercolors by Catherine Doroshenko, after Antoine de Saint Exupéry as well as several other achievements.

In addition to the exhibition present every day of the week, artistic and educational workshops, events, dedications took place in compliance with health instructions.

The Antoine de Saint Exupéry Youth Foundation is a partner of the Arrimage Association for the tactile edition with relief drawings of the Little Prince and of educational workshops for visually impaired people all over the world.
Elle! Les audacieuses is an association of women exclusively from civil society. Its objective is to bring out and support positive initiatives by promoting local exchanges!

In December, the association Elles! Les Audacieuses organized reading sessions during Christmas with the support of ENGIE Foundation and the Antoine de Saint Exupéry Youth Foundation in several hospitals in France.

Reading workshops and distribution of The Little Prince books were thus able to support the children hospitalized during these solidarity actions in the presence of Elles! Les audacieuses patrons: Cecile de Menibus, Alexandra Fechner ...
A DYNAMIC COMMUNITY

250,000 fans on Facebook

2,250,000 monthly visitors to the official Facebook page

WEEKLY APPOINTMENTS

75 years of Little Prince

Every Tuesday

Fan Art & Instagram

Every Saturday

Inspiring Quotes

Every Thursday and sundays

... and find the latest news everyday on Antoine de Saint Exupéry and Saint Exupéry Collection

“Nous sommes solidaire, emportés par la même planète, équipage d’un même navire.”
Find us

Antoine de Saint Exupéry

Antoine de Saint Exupéry Youth Foundation

Saint Exupéry Collection

Click on the icons to access our networks
CONTACTS

NICOLAS DELSALLE
ndelsalle@fasej.org

OLIVIER D’AGAY
odagay@antoinedesaintexupery.com

CLARA MARBEHANT
cmarbehant@lepetitprince.com

DAMIEN SAINT-MARTIN
dsaintmartin@antoinedesaintexupery.com